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1. PRODUCT SUMMARY 

1.1 Overview 
The Olson OTOT-EM55N series external modulation CATV transmitter uses a low-noise, narrow band-
width, CW laser as its light source. It uses a high linearity LiNbO3 external modulator to modulate the 
light. This approach eliminates the Chirp associated with 1550nm direct modulation laser.  

1.2 Product Characteristics 
• Excellent CNR, CTB, and CSO 

• Flexibility: SBS field adjustable to 13, 16, or 18 dBm. 

• Reliability: Dual redundant power supplies. 
• OMI display. 

1.3 Specifications 

Performance Units Index Notes 

Laser wavelength nm 1550±10  

Output power dBm Dual +7dBm  

Return loss dB ≥60  

O
ptical 

Specifications Optic fiber connector  SC/APC  

Bandwidth MHz 45-862  

Per Channel Input Level dBmV 23±5 AGC 

Flatness dB ≤±0.75 45~862MHz 

Return Loss dB ＞16 45~750MHz 

R
F Specifications Input impedance Ω 75  

Video Format  NTSC  

CNR dB ≥52 65km optic fiber，0dBm receive

CTB dB ≤-65  

CSO dB ≤-65  

 Link 
Specifications 

SBS Suppression dBm ≥16 13, 16, 18 optional 

Network Interface Port  RJ45, R232 SNMP Optional 

Power supply V 90~265 VAC  -48VDC optional 

Power Consumption W ≤50 Single power supply 

Operating temperature °C 0~50  

Storage Temperature °C -20 to +85  

Oper. Relative Humidity % 20% to 85%  

G
eneral Specifications   Size " 19″ × 11″ × 1.75″ （W）x（D）x（H） 
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2.  Product Applications 

The Olson OTOT-EM55N series 1550 nm external modulation CATV Tx, is mainly applied in CATV su-
pertrunk links (≤120km) & multipoint distribution network. It can transmit CATV analog signal & digital 
data signal with high quality & low cost. 
 

2.1 CATV Supertrunk Applications 

In previous years, because the 1550nm External Modulation Tx & EDFA are too expensive, 1550nm 
optic fiber systems were primarily applied in CATV supertrunk systems where the transmission distance 
can be up to 120km.  

2.2 Large Area Multipoint Distribution Network 

The 1550nm external modulation CATV optic transmitter can also be applied to systems that require a 
large number of optical signal splits. 1550nm optic fiber systems are not only used in CATV supertrunks, 
it’s high performance & low cost will change the traditional solution, which uses 1310nm wavelength in 
CATV distribution network.  

 

In some installations, 1550nm direct modulation Tx plus an EFDA is used to realize a distribution system. 
When 1550nm direct modulation is used with multiple channels, the laser Chirp Effect will interact with 
fiber link’s Chromatic Dispersion causing distortion in the receive signal. When used with EDFA, the 
additional distortion can occur if the maximum launch power limits are not observed. After several kilo-
meters transmission, CSO will rapidly degrade. In high channels there will be additional CTB distortion. 
As the transmission distance becomes longer & more channels are added, the distortion may increase.  

Today’s approach to solve the above problem is to use a 1550nm external modulation CATV optic 
transmitter.  
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3.  Installation 

The installation procedure is described in this chapter. This chapter includes the following.  

 Checking the possible loss or damage of the equipment in transportation.  

 Setting up the 1550nm optic transmitter  

 Power connection 

 RF signal connection 

 Optical connection 

 Network connection ports   

3.1  Checking Goods in Receiving  

Carefully open the packing to check the Tx & parts. The package should contain; 

 1550nm optic transmitter  

 User operation manual  

 Factory Test data 

 AC power cord  

If any item lost or damaged, please inform us immediately.  

3.2 Installation Preparation 

3.2.1 Safety 

 When installing & using this product, please comply with all operating procedures. Do not operate 
the until you understand & realize all the operating conditions exactly 

3.2.2 Static 

Please use proper static handling procedures with the transmitter. Static resulting from careless op-
erating may permanently damage the transmitter.  

Static can pass through the rear panel connector or front panel test ports into the transmitter. When 
opening or operating the transmitter, please use standard Static Protection Procedures, including 
using grounding metal wrist strap, grounding worktop & grounding conductor.  

3.2.3 Environmental Conditions  

The 1550nm optic transmitter can operate from 0°C to 50°C (32°C to 122°C) temperature range. 
Humidity must be below 95% (under non-condensing). 

3.2.4 Power Supply Condition 

Equipment may be powered by AC or DC. In both of AC & DC, AC is the primary power supply. 

AC input  94-245 VAC, 50-60 Hz 
DC input  36-60 VDC, floating 
Power consumption Maximum 50 W 

3.3 Equipment Settings 
8500 series 1550nm Tx is housed in a 1RU high, Standard 19″ chassis. We suggest keeping a 1.75″ 
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space above and below the Tx, to ensure adequate ventilation.  

3.4 Electrical Connections 

(1) The Tx must have grounding resistance < 4Ω. 

(2) The Tx uses a high-performance, high-reliability, switching power supply. It will operate from 
110~254 VAC electric network. The microprocessor monitors the output DC voltage. If the Fuse is 
blown, an alarm will occur. 

Before connecting circuit, please use proper gauge (20 AWG and more) wire to connect the 
grounding screw on the bottom and the grounding frame. When use DC input power supply, the 
equipment chassis must be grounding.  

3.5 RF Connections 

Connect the RF cable & the connector on Tx rear panel. RF connector is 75Ω F-type plug. 

 

3.6 Optical Connection 

In order to ensure the insertion loss & return loss, the end-face of fiber optic connector is highly polished. 
Please keep the connector clean at all times. Even very small dust particles will affect the transmission 
quality. When off the fiber optic connector, please put on the protection cover. To keep the cleaning of 
fiber optic connector in connection or reconnecting is very important. Without proper fiber optic trans-
mission system maintenance, system function will be decreased as below; 

 Analog signal transmitting quality will decrease 

 Digital signal BER will increase 

 Optical power will be decreased.  

 Optical receiver’s receive optic power may be out of range. 

 Dirty fiber optic connector may damage other connected optical parts.  

Clean all the fiber optic connectors before connecting the output fiber optic jumper into the proper input 
connector socket of EDFA. The connector type is FC/APC, E-2000, pigtail or SC/APC optional.  
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4.  Operation 

4.1 Front Panel Control & Indicators 

1. Laser Key Switch Laser source On/Off switch (Press to ON) 

2. Status indicator LCD LASER Laser status  
  RF RF status 

 FAN System temperature 
 POWER Power status 

3. LCD display    Two line LCD display each parameter & warning 

4. Choose button ,  Up/down Button 

5. Status Choose main menu and set up working status & parameter 

6. OMI Indicator Indicates the OMI 
 No RF input, All LED’s off 
 2 green LED’s on (Out of 20 LED’s) indicates suitable OMI 

7. AGC Mode indicator When illuminated, the unit is in AGC mode 

8. MGC Mode indicator When illuminated, the unit is in MGC mode 

9. OMI adjusting This function for user application 

In AGC mode, the OMI value adjustable slightly  

In MGC mode, the OMI value can be adjusted over a wider range 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

① Key Switch 
In accord with the 
IEC safety standard, 
protect radiation to 
the user’s bare skin. 

③  Display 
Layered menu, con-
trolled by front but-
tons. Monitor & con-
trol the selected pa-
rameter. 

② Status LED’s 
1.Laser status lamp 
2.RF input status lamp 
3.Casing temp. status  
4.Power supply status 

④ Up/Down button 
Guide user for check 
the menu and adjust 
the parameter.  

⑤ Select 
Select one item from 
the menu to observe  
And/or adjust it. 

⑩ RF test port 

to check input signal 

⑦ AGC Mode Indicator 

⑧ MGC Mode Indicator

⑨ OMI adjustment

OMI 
Indicator 
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4.2  Rear Panel Connections 

The power supply input module consists of the “On/Off” switch, and the 3-pin IEC AC plug-in. 

Notice: Before turning on the power supply in rear panel, please confirm the key switch on 
the front panel is on the “Off” position. 

 

 

4.3  Start-Up Sequence  

A. Plug in the AC power supply 

B. Turn on power switch in the rear panel 

Front panel displays KEY OFF 

Laser Status lamp Red 

RF Status lamp  Red 

FAN Status lamp Green 

POWER Status lamp Green 

C. Press laser start-up key switch 
The front panel shows “KEY ON……”, Laser status lamp turns green from red, machine enters 
self-checking, after checking it enters working status, and displays “ Welcome to……” 

4.4  Start-up Main Menu 

Press Status button will display below main menu in sequence. 
A. Descriptor Equipment model 
B. Optic Menu Optical status menu 
C. OMI Level Menu Optic modulation intensity menu 
D. Laser Menu Laser status menu 
E. SBS Menu SBS suppression menu 
F. Modulator Menu External modulator status menu 
G. System Menu System parameter menu 

4.5  Start-up Submenu  

Press , button will display submenu. 

When screen displays submenu, pressing “Status” will not work any longer. 

RF INPUT OUTPUT 1 OUTPUT 2 

LAN PORT 
RS232 Laser safety 

sign 
Main power 

supply 
Standby 
power 
supply 
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5. Optic Modulation Intensity (OMI) 

5.1 RF Specifications 

Input Level: AGC mode 18dBmV to 28dBmV 

 MGC mode 15dBmV to 25dBmV 

Bandwidth: 45 to 862MHz 

Flatness: ±0.75dB (45 to 862MHz) 

Resistance:  75Ω 

5.2 AGC Mode 

A. The Tx is set for AGC mode when it leaves the factory. 

B. When the RF input level is within range, the RF status lamp will turn from red into green, 
“Modulation Depth” OMI indicator will be on nominal. (two green lamps on)  

C. The OMI is set to the optimum value at the factory.  

D. User can adjust the OMI value slightly through front panel OMI, OMI decreases when turned 
clockwise and OMI increasing when turned counterclockwise.  

E. Increasing the OMI value will increase CNR, but CTB & CSO will degrade. Decreasing OMI 
value will reduce CNR, but CTB & CSO may improve.  

 

5.3 MGC Mode 

5.3.1 MGC Mode Setup 

 A. Press Status button, display OMI Level Menu main menu.  

B. Press ,  button, display RF Mode=AGC sub menu.  

C. Press Status button, display RF MODEL= 

D. Press  button for confirmation, RF Mode= Manual 

 E. MGC setup completed.  

5.3.2 MGC Mode Adjusting 

 A. Affirming RF Mode=MGC. 

Insert a jeweler’s screwdriver into OMI adjusting hole and adjust the OMI. Set Modu-
lation Depth to the nominal setting, namely two green LED’s on. Now RF status will 
turn from red into green.  

B. CNR, CTB and CSO should now meet performance specifications.  
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6.  NETWORK DESIGN 

1550nm system can use EDFA to extend transmission distance. When operating at 1550nm, several 
factors, such as Chromatic Dispersion, SBS, SPM (Self Phase Modulation) and other non-linearity ef-
fects of optic fiber need to be considered. Please observe the following simple rules when applying the 
transmitter.  

6.1  The Choice of SBS Value 

6.1.1 Fiber Distance 

If you want to transmit more than 100km, you need to select the 13dBm SBS suppression 
value. This is recommended because of SPM & Chromatic Dispersion in the fiber. If you 
want to choose longer distance transmission, you need to select smaller optical line band-
width. 13dBm is the smallest, 16dBm is wider, and 18dBm is the widest. The following table 
shows the recommended fiber length in which SBS restraint status.  

Fiber Length SBS Suppression Value 

＜60km 13dBm, 16dBm, 18dBm 

＜70km 13dBm, 16dBm 

＜120km 13dBm 

＞120km 13dBm (CSO performance may degrade) 

6.1.2 Maximum Fiber Launch Power 

The maximum fiber Input power is limited by the SBS Suppression value. If the input power 
exceeds the stipulated limit, poor performance will result. The low frequency band will have 
1/f noise and low channel CNR may be poor. HUM will also be worse than in normal status. 
The attached table shows the launch power limit value vs. SBS Suppression Value.  

SBS Suppression Value Maximum Fiber Input Power 

18dBm Max.18.4dBm 

16dBm Max.16.4dBm 

13dBm Max.13.4dBm 

 
The general CATV operator will use high power EDFA (such as 22dBm and higher one), 
and use an optical splitter to distribute the power injected into the fiber. It is no problem to 
do this, because the optic fiber patch cord is short. But it is necessary to notice that SBS 
restraint setup rest with the worse situation, for example, the longest distance & the big-
gest fiber input power in the optic cable.  
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6.2  Correct Application of the Transmitter & EDFA 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.3  Incorrect Application for the Transmitter & EDFA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transmitter rated at 65 km, 
16dBm SBS suppression 

22dBm 
EDFA 

19dBm 

19dBm 

Receiver 

EDFA LAUNCH POWER 
ABOVE SBS LIMIT 

65km 

Transmitter rated at 65 km, 
16dBm SBS suppression 

16dBm 
EDFA Receiver 

65km 

65Km 

Transmitter rated at 65 km, 
16dBm SBS suppression 

19dBm 
EDFA 

16dBm 

16dBm 

Receiver 

Receiver 

Transmitter rated at 100 km, 
13dBm SBS suppression 

13dBm 
EDFA 

40km 

Receiver 
13dBm 
EDFA 

60km 

65km 

Transmitter rated at 100 km, 
13dBm SBS suppression 

16dBm 
EDFA 

Receiver 

EDFA LAUNCH POWER 
ABOVE SBS LIMIT 

65km 
Receiver 

Transmitter rated at 65 km, 
16dBm SBS suppression 

13dBm 
EDFA 

40km 

Receiver 
13dBm 
EDFA 

60km 

FIBER DISTANCE 
ABOVE MAXIMUM 

TRANSMITTER RATING 

65km 
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6.4 SBS Adjustment Procedure 

The OTOT-EM55N external modulation transmitter offers special technology that allows the user to ad-
just the SBS suppression value in the field. The default SBS suppression value is 16.5dBm when leaving 
factory. The adjustment process is as follows:  

A. Use STATUS button, select SBS Menu main menu; 

B. Use ,  button, select the SBS submenu; 

C. Press the STATUS button to opening the SBS submenu; 

D. Use the ,  button, select the SBS value what you need; 

E. Press the STATUS button again for confirmation.  
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7. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

The Olson OTOT-EM55N series, 1550 nm optic transmitter block diagram is shown below. The input RF 
signal is verified at AGC circuit and drives the optic modulator to modulate the CW light, which is output 
from 1550nm laser module. The output light is checked, then fed back to the modulator circuit to control 
the modulation gain & modulation distortion gain. 

Tx Block Diagram 

The non-linearity of optic modulator is inherent. Generally, the inherent distortion can be modified by 
adding a DC voltage to the modulator drive signal. These processes are in continuous execution under 
the closed loop control of system control microprocessor.  

The microprocessor monitors the output, eliminating the distortion, and sending relative warning if any 
parameter is close to the margin of control system. The microprocessor will send out a warning if control 
limits are nearly reached.  

The laser is placed on a Thermo-Electric Cooler (TEC). The temperature control circuit drives the TEC to 
control the working temperature of the laser, and prevent the performance degradation or damage re-
sulting from an overheated laser. The microprocessor monitors the temperature of laser & controls the 
TEC current. If TEC current exceeds the pre-established range or is close to the margin of control ability, 
the system will send out a warning.  
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8.  TROUBLESHOOTING 

The 1550nm optic transmitter monitors system operation and sends out warnings when appropriate. It 
can correct the majority of status problems of the equipment, such as: system parameter undefined, 
equipment tolerance, laser aging, RF gain changing, and temperature changing. The Tx will usually go 
on working when it is sending out warning. When the system parameter returns to the normal range, the 
warning will disappear. Some serious warning can be eliminated by restarting the power supply.  

The majority of warnings will be sent out when the correction ability is close to or exceed the permitted 
range. In most of these situations, the user can not modify this status.  

8.1 Warning status 

When Tx is in warning status, the status LED will turn red and the brief note of the alarm status will be 
displayed on the screen. The warning will not stop the TX running, it only shows the relative parameter 
exceeding to normal value. If the warning is stopped, it shows the relative parameter has returned to 
normal. The display screen & LED will return into their normal status with no intervention by the user. It 
should be emphasized that the warning should not be ignored. It is possible of some serious system fault 
potentially. 

Tx work status Status display LED Color Explanation 

Present laser deflection is low Warning: Laser Bias Low Red Predicts the deflected circuit fault or laser aging. The TX needs repair. 

Laser Current is high Warning: Laser Bias Hi Red Predicts the deflected circuit fault or laser aging. The TX needs repair. 

Laser temp. is high Warning: Laser Temp Hi Red Laser temperature has changed from +25°C. Check the unit at room 

temperature. Continue monitoring.  

Laser output power is locked Warning: Laser Power Lock Red Laser output power has changed from the correct value. The circuit is 

locked. Please continue monitoring. 

Laser temp. is locked Warning: Laser Temp Lock Red Laser temp. control loop fault. Check the unit at room temperature. 

Continue monitoring. 

Tx environment temp. is low Warning: Itemp(12) Lo Red Optic Tx environment temp. has changed from 25°C. Monitoring it till 

warning disappears.  

Tx environment temp. is high Warning: Itemp(12) Hi Red Optic Tx environment temp. has changed from 25°C. Monitoring it till 

warning disappears. 

Modulator Drive  Warning: Modulator Bias Red Modulator deflection point is close to maximum. Continue monitoring. 

Modulator drive may need to be reset.  

Modulator Drive Floating Warning: Mod. Drift Hi Red Modulator deflection point is close to maximum. Continue monitoring. 

Modulator drive may need to be reset. 

Tx inner temp. is high (1) Warning: Itemp(L) Red Tx inner environment temp. is close to limitation. Check the sur-

rounding temperature and continue monitoring.  

Tx inner temp. is high (2) Warning: Code #13c Red Tx inner environment temp. is close to limitation. Check the sur-

rounding temperature and continue monitoring. 

Tx interface board temp. low Warning: Amb temp low Red Tx inner panel temp. is close to limitation. Check the surrounding 

temperature and continue monitoring. 

Tx interface board temp. is 

high 

Warning: Amb temp high Red Tx inner panel temp. is close to limitation. Check the surrounding 

temperature and continue monitoring. 

RF input gain is low Warning: RF Input Low Red RF input gain is close to minimum value of AGC. Check the input level 

& connection. Continue monitoring.  
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RF input gain is high Warning: RF Input Hi Red RF input gain is close to maximum value of AGC. Check the input 

level & connection. Continue monitoring. 

AGC circuit is not locked  Warning: AGC Not Locked Red RF input gain is close to margin. Adjust the input gain to eliminate the 

warning. If the warning is still existed. The Tx needs repair.  

Fan fault  Warning: Fan Failure Red Tx rear fan is faulty. Tx needs repair.  

Modulator drive gain is low Warning: OMI Low Red The RF drive power entering modulator is low. CNR performance can 

be improved by increasing OMI.   

Modulator drive gain is high Warning: OMI Hi Red The RF drive power entering modulator is high. Distortion perform-

ance can be improved by decreasing OMI.  

Warning information 

8.2  Alarm status 

When the Tx sends out a warning, it generally stops working. The alarm is because of some relative 
parameter exceeding its safe working range or some situation that may cause damage to the laser. 
Some alarms could be eliminated by restarting the power supply or resetting the key switch. For alarms 
that can’t be eliminated by user, please contact the factory.  

8.3 Fault Prevention  

User can notice below information to prevent some potential problems.  

1. Please place the transmitter under environment temperature 0°C to +50°C, other conditions accords 
with requested running range. We suggest placing the Tx in a low dust environment. 

2. Ensure the rear panel fan & front panel air intakes are clear and the rear panel fans are running.  

3. Check the power supply whether works in stipulated standard scope. And check all the connections 
are good. 

4. Check the RF input level, control it in the permitted range. 

5. Keep the optic fiber connector clean. 

8.4 Sensitivity to 980nm Laser 

When connecting the 1550nm EM transmitter & EDFA, be aware of the influence of the reflect light 
into to the optic transmitter coming from 980nm Pump Laser of the EDFA. The 980nm Pump Laser 
can reflect to the optical output port of the transmitter. The extra optical power entering the output 
port of transmitter will affect the control point of CSO loop. This will make the loop unstable under 
extreme situations. In this situation, the CSO fault will be displayed on any monitor warning LED’s. 

In order to prevent this situation, please use an EDFA with an input optical isolator. Similarly, the Tx output 
light can also reflect from a dirty or damaged optic connector. Generally, the reflect light of entering optical 
Tx output port cannot exceed -25dBm. The best performance will result from lower reflected light levels.  


